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【Introduction】

We at the Hokuriku Regional Agricultural Administration Office 
hope to use sake as a way to introduce the region’s food 
culture surrounding rice, to help share the Hokuriku region’s 
agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local foods with 
the rest of the world.
By introducing sake from Hokuriku and foods that pair well 
with sake, we hope to raise the interest of people overseas in 
the superb agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local 
foods of the region.

This brochure is available on our website

【Website】

https://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#niigatachuetsu
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Note: The sakes listed are made by local breweries who cooperated in making this website — there are also other sake breweries in
Niigata Prefecture that aren’t listed here.
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Cru
（Ganache chocolate）

Kadoya

（Hegisoba noodles）

Waganse
（Jubun-Hai）

Yukiguni Kikaku
（Kagura Nanban miso）

Ojiya-shi synthesis 
industrial hall "sun plaza"

（Ojiya Nishikigoi Hai）

Eguchi Dango Honten
（Nagaoka Sekihan）

Craft-u
（Glass Sake Cup）

Seigado
（Tinware for Sake）

Map of Foods & Cups
Recommended by Breweries



Masukagami has over 120 years of experience brewing 
sake since their founding in 1892; they are currently 
headed by their fifth-generation owner. They provide 
their standard items and other excellent light, delicate 
sake with a savory depth. In addition, this brewery also 
produces unique and playful varieties of sake, like their 
Kamenozoki and their Alphabet Line.

萬寿鏡 マスカガミ

This lively junmai ginjo
sake is made from sake 
rice grown only in 
Niigata, polished down 
to 55% of its original 
mass. The smooth, rich 
flavor of the rice gives 
way to a pleasant, 
refreshing aftertaste.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmaiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku, 
Koshiibuki
Polished rice ratio： 55%

Sake meter value： +5

（Canada）

Masukagami

Salt-Grilled Blackthroat Seaperch

萬寿鏡 J55 Sokujo
Masukagami

－３－

Masukagami Co., Ltd.

With its clean, refreshing 
flavor, this easy-to-drink 
sake goes wonderfully 
with simple dishes like 
carpaccio, sashimi, or 
whitefish grilled with salt.

With its rich, sweet 
ginjo aroma, this 
sake is delicious 
both chilled and at 
room temperature.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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社屋の写真

URL http://www.masukagami.co.jp/

A yuzu citrus liqueur featuring a 
base of Masukagami sake, made 
by slicing yuzu in half and 
steeping them in the sake, for an 
exquisite balance of bitter and 
sweet.

Tinware Guinomi
The color of these stylish
tin guinomi cups complements 
the appearance of 
Masukagami J55 Sokujo.
Because tin resists oxidation 
and has antimicrobial 
properties, serving sake in 
these cups helps remove off-
flavors, for a smoother sake 
experience.

Masukagami Yuzushu liquer

・Masukagami Co., Ltd. 1-1-32, wakamiya-cho, Kamo-shi, Niigata

代表取締役
中野 壽夫 氏

Representative Director
Nakano  Hisao

器写真

Local Sake Breweries

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery



Originally founded 123 years ago in Sanjo City, Niigata 
under the name Usuya. Today, they are the only sake 
brewery in Sanjo City. They are best known for their 
flagship brand Fukugao, named for the smiles each sip 
brings to drinkers' faces. These efforts to make 
customers smile are so important, they renamed the 
brewery itself to Fukugao, as well.
In order to meet the changing needs of the times, these 
brewers also continue working to push the envelope of 
delicious new sake.

福顔Fukugao 福顔酒造

URL http://www.fukugao.jp/english/

More infomation
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
Polished rice ratio：60%
Sake meter value：+12

（Taiwan）

Fukugao

Ganache chocolate

Mail info@fukugao.jp

Brandy-Barrel-Aged Sake

－４－

Fukugao Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.

The aftertaste of this 
entirely new style of sake, 
aged in brandy barrels, 
pairs wonderfully with 
chocolate. The ganache 
chocolates sold each 
winter at Cru, a sweets 
shop in Sanjo City, are 
especially recommended.

Because this sake is 
undiluted, it is 
particularly delicious 
when served on the 
rocks.

Rocks glass

Try this new type
of sake with cheese, 
nuts, or chocolate.
Savor the rich, mellow 
notes of brandy in the 
aroma of this new 
Fukugao sake, chilled 
or on the rocks.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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紹介者写真

社屋の写真

・ Fukugao Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. 1-5-38, Hayashi-cho, Sanjo-shi, Niigata

代表取締役
小林 章 氏

Representative Director
Kobayashi  Akira

As the name would 
suggest, this sake is 
matured in French oak 
barrels that have been 
used for brandy. Enjoy a 
delicious new exploration 
of the possibilities offered 
by sake.

FUKUGAO

A liqueur made with Le Lectier
pears - a Niigata specialty - and 
extra-sweet junmai sake, and no 
added sugars; for just the right 
amount of sweetness.

Le Lectier pears liqueur

Featured Sake Food Pairing

（A delicious ways to drink）

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries
Brand Brewery



Located near the Sea of Japan coast, not far from the 
center of Niigata Prefecture, this brewery was 
established in 1830, in the same area where the monk 
Ryokan lived at the end of his life.
The brewery uses exceptional water drawn from a well 
on the premises, and brews their sake in a white-
walled storehouse surrounded by natural beauty. Their 
sake is made by hand, with a focus on quality, for 
results with a clean, rich flavor that never gets old.

和楽互尊 池浦酒造

Made from rice lovingly 
grown by local farmers, 
which is then polished 
and brewed into a clean, 
crisp, dry sake. Enjoy its 
pleasantly smooth start, 
followed by a dry finish.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Honjozo-shu
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku, 
Koshiibuki
Polished rice ratio：60%

Sake meter value：+10

Warakugoson

Sashimi＆Sushi

Mail sake@ikeura-shuzo.com

和楽互尊 超辛酒 本醸造
Warakugoson Chokarashu Honjozo

Food pairing

－５－

IKEURASHUZO Sake Brewery

Pairs well with sashimi or 
sushi from the Sea of 
Japan. This super-dry 
sake combines a mild 
aroma with a clean 
flavor that brings out the 
best of foods, with a 
delicious taste that never 
gets tiresome.

Junryo shochu Tamabunpuku

This super-dry sake 
combines a mild 
aroma with a clean 
flavor, for a delicious 
way to bring out the 
best of meals.
Delicious at a variety 
of temperatures -
serve chilled in 
summer or warmed in 
winter.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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紹介者写真

社屋の写真

代表取締役社長
池浦 隆太郎 氏

President
Ikeura Ryutaro

URL https://ikeura-shuzo.com/

Spirits Bunpuku

A strong spirit (43% ABV) with a 
refreshingly clean flavor. Delicious 
served straight, on the rocks, or as 
a cocktail base.

・ IKEURASHUZO Sake Brewery 1538, Ryotaka, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

Made with Bunpuku shochu, 
blended with a hint of barley 
shochu. Enjoy a clean, crisp 
flavor alongside the rich aroma. 
Great served on the rocks, mixed 
with hot water, in a lemon sour, 
and more.

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Local Sake Breweries
Brand Brewery



This brewery uses only sake rice harvested in the same 
town as the brewery itself, and brews with water from 
the same spring the brewery has used since its 
founding, for a rich sense of terroir in their products.
From the very start, this brewery has focused on sake 
with a human touch, with quality as their top priority. 
Though they may be small, they strive to brew premium 
special-designation sake.

米百俵 栃倉酒造

Made from 100% 
Koshitanrei, an iconic sake 
rice from Niigata, which is 
polished down to just 
50% of its original mass by 
the brewery, for a junmai
ginjo sake that goes well 
beyond expectations. Light 
and delicate, yet with a 
naturally delicious richness 
from the rice used to brew 
it. The result is a truly local 
sake, from the people to 
the rice and water.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Koshitanrei
Polished rice ratio：50%

Sake meter value：+3

（Taiwan, Maldives ）

Komehyappyou

Nagaoka Sekihan

Mail t-tochi@niks.or.jp

米百俵 純米吟醸
Komehyappyou Junmai Ginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－６－

Cups for Well Suited

Tochikura Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.

Nagaoka city is known 
for a unique variety of 
“sekihan”, made 
from local mochi rice  
seasoned with soy 
sauce. The saltiness 
brings out the best of 
this sake.

Jubun-hai

Serve chilled, 
warmed as a “nuru-
kan”, or anywhere 
in between, to match 
the meal or the 
season.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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常務取締役
栃倉 恒哲 氏

Executive Director
Tochikura Tsunesato

・ Tochikura Sake Brewery Co.,Ltd. 274-3, Odumi-machi 1otsu, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

This novel sake cup 
makes use of siphon 
principles. The perfect 
way to make yourself 
slow down and savor 
your sake, instead of 
drinking too much.

Komehyappyou Umeshu
-Made by the Brewery

A pleasant and easy-to-drink 
umeshu made with light, 
delicate sake from Niigata, for 
a rich, full-bodied flavor.

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



The publisher of Jokai Jugyoku, Japan's first specialist 
volume on sake brewing. In this "brewers' bible" for the 
first time a scientific approach had been taken to 
explaining brewing, and was a major revelation for the 
industry, particularly for culturing of brewing yeast.
In recognition of their accomplishment, they were 
awarded the brewing industry's first “Medal with Yellow 
Ribbon”. Their flagship brand, Ofukumasamune, was 
named as a symbol of their hopes that, even as times 
change, their sake might bring customers happiness.

お福正宗 お福酒造

URL http://www.ofuku-shuzo.jp/

This junmai ginjo sake is made 
from Gohyakumangoku rice 
grown by contract farmers in 
Yamakoshi, Nagaoka city, an 
area selected as the first 
“Japanese Nationally 
Important Agricultural 
Heritage” for its natural 
abundance and terraced
rice fields. The embodiment
of the passion of both the 
farmers and the Echigo-toji
master brewer: truly a sake 
that could only come from 
Niigata.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
Polished rice ratio：60%

Sake meter value：+5

（Hong Kong, Taiwan ）

Ofukumasamune

Kagura Nanban miso

Mail info@ofuku-shuzo.jp

山古志 純米吟醸
Yamakoshi Junmai Ginjo

Featured Sake Food pairing

－７－

Cups for Well Suited

Ofuku Shuzou Co., Ltd.

With the savory depth of 
flavor that comes from 
Gohyakumangoku rice, this 
sake pairs particularly nicely 
with the spiciness and 
richness of Kagura Nanban
miso, a beloved local 
preserved food from the 
Yamakoshi area.

This style of glass is perfect 
for serving Yamakoshi sake, 
bringing about a delicious 
balance of mild aroma and 
rich flavor.

Tenkai glass

Savor a gentle aroma 
and the mellow 
flavor of the rice, for 
a sake that goes 
especially well with 
wild vegetables and 
seafood tempura 
from Niigata.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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社屋の写真

Echigo no Yukidoke Yogurt liqueur

This liqueur features a sake base, 
blended with plenty of fresh low-fat 
yogurt made from local Ryokan milk.
The distinctive aroma of the yogurt 
adds a delicious finishing touch 
alongside a smooth tartness.

専務取締役
岸 伸彦 氏

Executive Director
Kishi Nobuhiko

・ Ofuku Shuzou Co., Ltd. 606, Yokomakura-machi, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Established in 1842; for over 170 years, this brewery in 
Settaya, the "brewers' town" in Nagaoka city, Niigata, 
has produced sake. Virtually every step of the brewing 
process is performed by hand, using the honed skills 
and experience of their exceptional brewers to make the 
most of each unique variety of rice. This small brewery 
focuses lovingly on small-tank fermentation for their 
sake production.

越後雪紅梅 長谷川酒造

URL https://sekkobai.jp

Serve chilled, warmed 
as a “nuru-kan”, or 
anywhere in between.
An excellent pairing 
for savory tuna 
sashimi or meat dishes.

Echigo Sekkobai

Tuna Sashimi

越後雪紅梅 純米大吟醸

代表取締役専務
長谷川 葉子 氏

Executive Director
Hasegawa  Yoko

Featured Sake Food Pairing

・Hasegawa Shuzo Co., Ltd. https://sekkobai.shop-pro.jp/ （Japanese site only）

－８－

Cups for Well Suited

Hasegawa Shuzo Co., Ltd.

The savory flavor of 
tuna, with a hint of 
sweetness, makes 
for a beautiful 
pairing with the 
richness of this sake.

The ideal way to 
savor the delicate 
aroma and full-
bodied depth of 
this sake.

Wine glass

「 The Brewers' Town :
Settaya」

Enjoy the elegance of 
this sake with every 
sip, with a full-bodied 
depth that gives way 
to a pleasant 
aftertaste. 
Delicious chilled, or 
warmed as a “nuru-
kan”.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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Echigo Sekkobai Junmai Daiginjo

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Miyamanishiki
Polished rice ratio： 45%
Sake meter value：+4

For centuries, the Settaya area of Nagaoka 
city, Niigata has been known for miso, soy 
sauce, and sake makers, many of which are 
still around today. This area is also home to 
many Historic Registered Tangible Cultural 
properties. In 2012, the main building of 
Hasegawa Shuzo was registered as a 
Tangible Cultural Property.

Local Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery

https://sekkobai.shop-pro.jp/


Founded in 1830. This brewery uses pure, soft water 
drawn up from beneath the brewery grounds, combined 
with excellent rice bred and grown through cooperation 
with local farmers. These ingredients are then brought to 
life through technical innovations built upon fundamental 
research, and wisdom handed down by generations of 
master brewers. The result is delicious sake brewed with 
a dedication to its local origins in Niigata.

久保田 朝日酒造

URL https://www.asahi-shuzo.co.jp/global/index.html

Enjoy Kubota's rich, fruity 
aroma with notes of pear 
and melon, balanced with 
sweetness and 
refreshing acidity. Each 
sip culminates in a crisp 
finish on the tongue,
then the delightful 
aftertaste of the aroma 
lingers for just a moment 
longer.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
Polished rice ratio：50%

Sake meter value： ±0

Kubota

Cream cheese pickled
in Sake Lees

久保田 純米大吟醸
Kubota     Junmai Daiginjo

Featured Sake Food pairing

－９－

Cups for Well Suited

Asahi Shuzo Sake Brewing Co., Ltd.

The delicate aroma of 
sake lees goes 
perfectly with cream 
cheese, for the ideal 
pairing with this sake.

A glass so thin and 
delicate, it's almost like 
holding nothing at all. 
Perfect for savoring 
the rich, elegant aroma 
and flavor of this 
daiginjo sake.

Manjuhai glass

・Sara no sato Asahiyama http://www.asahi-shouzi.co.jp/shop_buppan/nagaoka/

Great before meals, 
especially for toasts, 
or served early to 
midway through 
meals.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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紹介者写真

The sake shop Asahiyama offers 
sake from Asahi Shuzo as well 
as a variety of other unique 
items you won't find anywhere 
else, including foods and sweets 
great for serving with drinks.

※Available for sale at Sara no sato Asahiyama

営業推進部長
平澤 聡 氏

General Manager
Hirasawa Akira

Local Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

※Available for sale at Sara no sato Asahiyama

Brand Brewery

http://www.asahi-shouzi.co.jp/shop_buppan/nagaoka/


Established in 1884. Over a century later, this brewery 
was relocated to the Aoshima area of Uonuma City in 
1990 alongside the construction of a new refrigerated 
facility, in pursuit of a better brewing environment. The 
brewery prizes the human touch in sake-brewing, sparing 
no time or effort as they do their brewing work by hand. 
The sake ferments slowly, at low temperatures, in their 
refrigerated brewery. After pressing their sake, this 
brewery then stores it for a year at low temperatures, 
before it is finally ready to sell. Their delicate sake has a 
distinctively subtle aroma and rich flavor, 
that never gets tiresome.

緑川 緑川酒造

An easy-to-drink 
junmai sake that 
harmonizes a light, 
delicate feel with a 
savory richness, and 
an elegant aroma.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
Polished rice ratio：60%
Sake meter value： +4.5

（USA, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore ）

Midorikawa

Ayu sweetfish dried overnight

Mail office@netmidorikawa.co.jp

純米 緑川
Junmai Midorikawa

Featured Sake Food pairing

－１０－

Cups for Well Suited

Midorikawa Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Ayu sweetfish dried 
overnight to concentrate 
its flavor and aroma, 
then quickly grilled over 
charcoal. The result is a 
truly delicious grilled fish 
that can be eaten 
entirely, from head to tail, 
perfect for serving with 
this sake. You won't get 
this flavor from simply 
grilling these fish with 
salt.

These chirori serving 
pitchers are custom-
made for Midorikawa: 
Tsuiki copperware, tin-
plated on the inside.
Because copper and 
tin are excellent 
conductors of heat, 
these pitchers are 
perfect for quickly 
warming sake to just 
the right temperature.

Tsuiki Copperware Chirori

Best served at room 
temperature or 
chilled, but also 
delicious warmed as 
a way to appreciate 
its subtle aroma and 
flavor.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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社屋の写真

・ Matsukiya Shoten 148, Koidejima, Uonuma-shi, Niigata 

代表取締役社長
大平 俊治 氏

President
Odaira Shunji

※ Available for sale at Hirose Yana 
(open seasonally) 
25, Namiyanagi, Uonuma-shi, Niigata

Local Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



This brewery is located in Ojiya City, Niigata. With excellent 
rice like Koshihikari from Uonuma, and outstanding soft 
water brought about by the region's heavy snows, it is the 
ideal natural environment for sake-brewing.
Takanoi Shuzo makes the most of the natural abundance 
and characteristics of the region, from using the snowy 
mountains to create Japan's first snow-aged sake, to 
creating their Denyuu with the concept of opening the 
rice-growing and sake-making processes to volunteers, in 
order to share the blessings of their home with people all 
throughout Japan.

越の初梅 高の井酒造

URL    http://www.hatsuume.co.jp/

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Tokubetsu-junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：

Koshitanrei
Polished rice ratio：60%

Sake meter value： +3.0

（Australia, Taiwan, Canada ）

Koshinohatsuume

Hegi Soba noodles

田友 特別純米
Denyuu Tokubetsu Junmai

紹介者

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－１１－

Cups for Well Suited

Takanoi Shuzo Co., Ltd.

The mild, smooth flavor of 
this sake is particularly good 
alongside meals, especially 
Hegi Soba noodles. These 
noodles are made with a 
sea plant called funori that 
gives them a deliciously firm 
and satisfying texture.

Charming guinomi cups with a 
design motif inspired by the koi 
fish of Ojiya City, the origin of 
these beautiful fish known 
worldwide. These cups use 
red, black, and white to 
represent the exquisite beauty 
of these "swimming jewels," 
for a way to enjoy this 
delicious sake in luxurious style.

Ojiya nishikigoi Hai

This sake has a 
smooth, wonderfully 
balanced flavor and 
a gentle aroma that 
won't get tiresome. 
Serve at room 
temperature and 
enjoy the richness 
and mild sweetness 
of the rice. Or, in 
winter, serve gently 
warmed to bring out 
its delicate flavor.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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社屋の写真

・ Shops http://www.hatsuume.co.jp/d_and_u/index.html （Japanese site only）

総務部長
大久保 剛 氏

Administrative Manager
Okubo  Tsuyoshi

Made from 100% 
Koshitanrei rice, 
grown in the 
terraced rice fields of 
Ojiya, for a 
distinctively rich sake 
perfect for serving 
with food.

In 1987, this brewery 
became the first in Japan 
to try aging sake in snow.
A whole sake tank was 
buried in snow and stored 
there until it was dug out, 
about 100 days later.

The Original Snow-Aged Sake Storehouse

Local Sake Breweries

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Sake tank in snow. Burying sake tank in snow. 

Brand Brewery

http://www.hatsuume.co.jp/d_and_u/index.html


In 1927, this brewery's founder helped establish an 
enameled tank company with the goal of quality 
improvements for the brewing industry; in 1938, the
company joined the sake-brewing industry as well. The 
name "Chojazakari" represents the brewery's efforts to 
brew sake that is as excellent as a "choja," or upstanding 
role model. With its snowy winters, Ojiya City makes the 
perfect brewing environment, helping this brewery to make 
crisp, dry sake with an underlying richness. In recognition of 
the brewery's consistent excellence over the first ten years of 
the Kan Sake Award, in 2018, Niigata Meijo was selected as a 
Tenth Anniversary Superior Kan Sake Brewery.

長者盛 新潟銘醸

Yamadanishiki rice is 
carefully polished down 
to just 35% of its original 
mass, then brewed 
through the harsh 
Niigata winter by an 
Echigo-toji master 
brewer, to create a 
masterpiece.
Enjoy its elegant aroma 
and clean, refreshing 
flavor.

More Infomation
Spesific designation：

Daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Yamadanishiki
Polished rice ratio：35%

Sake meter value： +3

Chojazakari

Hegi Soba noodles

Mail meijyo@sake-no-choja.com

美禄 長者盛 大吟醸
Miroku Chojazakari Daiginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－１２－

Niigata Meijo Co., Ltd.

In Ojiya City, soba 
noodles have long been 
a popular side dish to 
serve with drinks.
Specifically, Hegi Soba 
noodles. These noodles 
are made with a sea 
plant called funori, 
which serves as a 
binder to give them their 
distinctively firm texture.

Its elegant aroma 
and clean flavor 
make this sake ideal 
for serving chilled 
alongside Japanese 
cuisine prepared to 
make the most of the 
ingredients.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局
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社屋の写真

Syochu Honyara

・ Niigata meijo Co., Ltd. Online shop http://niigata-meijo.com/shop/ （Japanese site only）

杜氏
星野 敦 氏

Toji
(local guild of master sake brewer)

Hoshino  Atsushi

URL http://www.niigata-meijo.com/en/

Umeshu liqueur made with 
Shirokaga ume plums 
steeped in the brewery's 
own rice shochu, and 
sweetened with fruit sugar.

Umeshu liqueur Yuyu

A pleasant and clean-tasting 
rice shochu developed with 
the techniques used to make 
sake.

Local Sake Breweries

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery

http://niigata-meijo.com/shop/


Hakkaisan Brewery is located in Minami-Uonuma, one 
of the snowiest areas of Japan. Their water comes 
from an underground stream that flows from the 
sacred Mt. Hakkaisan. The brewery's sake is flavorful 
enough to stand on its own, yet without stealing the 
spotlight when served alongside food. They combine 
choice sake rice and hand-prepared koji mold, using 
the finest tools and techniques carefully polished 
through years of practice, to create the best sake they 
possibly can.

八海山 八海醸造

Brewed in pursuit of 
the ultimate in premium 
sake, through the 
brewers' techniques, 
passion, and refusal to 
ever compromise on 
quality. Light and 
delicate, yet with a 
savory richness.
Though this sake may 
be Japanese, it was 
brewed to go perfectly 
with dishes from all 
around the world.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Yamadanishiki
Polished rice ratio：45%
Sake meter value：±0

Hakkaisan

Flounder Carpaccio Marinated in 
Shio-Koji with Sesame

純米大吟醸 八海山 浩和蔵仕込
Hakkaisan Junmai Daiginjo〔45〕Kouwa Gura

Featured Sake Food pairing

－１３－

Cups for Well Suited

Hakkaisan Brewery Co., Ltd.

Made by marinating flounder 
overnight in Hakkaisan shio-
koji, then thinly slicing it and 
arranging it on a serving 
plate. It's then drizzled with 
sesame oil and sprinkled with 

sansho pepper. Flounder marinated in 
shio-koji to give it even more savory 
depth pairs nicely with this sake, matured 
for a year to bring out its rich flavor and 
aftertaste.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

社屋の写真

URL https://www.hakkaisan.com/

Delicious amasake with a clean, 
pleasant flavor created through 
brewers' expert koji mold 
management methods. Made with 
zero added sugar - fermentation by 
the koji mold gives this amasake a 
mild natural sweetness.

Amasake Made with Just Koji

・ Yukimuro Sennen Kojiya 459, Nagamori, Uonuma-shi, Niigata

製造部次長
田中 勉 氏

Deputy General Manager of 
Manufacturing Department

Tanaka  Tsutomu

The wide bottom of this glass 
concentrates the sake's aroma, 
while the narrow mouth holds 
it in, making each sip flavorful 
and unforgettable.

Sakemust

With its rich aroma, 
this junmai daiginjo
sake is best served in 
a glass like the 
Sakemust.

（USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, England, 
Australia, the Netherlands ）

※ Available for sale at Sennen kojiya etc.
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※ Shio-koji is available for sale at Yukimuro sennen
kojiya, Tsutsumiya Hachikura, Sennen kojiya honten.

Local Sake Breweries

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Originally established in 1855 as a maker of sake offered 
to travelers who stopped in Yuzawa-shuku, a post town 
on the Mikuni Kaido road, which connected Niigata and 
Tokyo.
This brewery's Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi sake was named 
for the words of Lao Tzu, who said that "the best way to 
live is like water": soft and flexible. The result is a delicious 
sake as clear as water itself.

上善如水 白瀧酒造

Clean and pleasant, yet 
with a natural richness 
from the rice, this sake 
boasts a refreshing aroma 
alongside a full-bodied 
flavor. This crystal-clear, 
crisp sake is perfect for 
sake lovers and for people 
new to sake alike.

※ Its renewal is scheduled 
March 2021. 
For detail, please contact 
Shirataki Sake Brewery. 

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Japanese rice
Polished rice ratio：60%

Sake meter value：+5

About 30 countries
（Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, USA, Australia, Singapore etc.）

Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi

Raw Oysters with Lemon

Mail tosuke@jozen.co.jp

上善如水 純米吟醸
Jozenmizunogotoshi Junmai Ginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－１４－

Shirataki Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.

Lemon erasing the 
unwanted off-flavors of 
raw oysters, with a 
tartness that goes 
perfectly with the fruity 
aroma of this sake. With
its clean aftertaste, this 
sake is an outstanding 
accompaniment to 
oyster after oyster.

Serve chilled in a 
wine glass! The ideal 
way to enjoy the 
lively aroma of this 
ginjo sake.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

社屋の写真

URL http://shiratakisake.com

Made with rice fermentation 
liquid, which serves as a 
moisturizer, for a series of 
foundational cosmetics that 
are gentle on the skin.

Jozenmizunogotoshi Skincare

代表
高橋 晋太郎 氏

President
Takahashi  Shintaro

Jozenmizunogotoshi Moisture

Jozenmizunogotoshi Hand treatment
Hand cream for gentle skincare.
Replenishes moisture without 
any unpleasantly sticky residue.

Jozenmizunogotoshi MINUIT
A series of cosmetics made with 
sake lees fermentation extract, a 
moisturizer developed by the 
company, to make skin look 
radiant and healthy.

・ Shirataki Shuzo 2640, Yuzawa, Yuzawa-machi, Minamiuonuma-gun, Niigata

Celebrating Their 10th Anniversary in 2019
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Local Sake Breweries

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Established in 1814. For over 200 years, this brewery 
in the naturally lush Kashiwazaki City, Niigata, located 
along the Sea of Japan, has focused on brewing sake 
that Niigata could take pride in, handing down 
traditions and honor from generation to generation.
The result is outstanding sake that reflects the 
ingredients and techniques of its local heritage.

越の誉 原酒造

URL     http://www.harashuzou.com/

Matured for eight years to 
bring out a smooth, mellow 
flavor with a deep, complex 
aftertaste. With its golden 
hue, the sake itself is a work 
of beauty. It was even 
selected for the banquet 
toast celebrating the 
conclusion of normalized 
diplomatic relations between 
Japan and China - a deep 
honor.

More Infomation
Sprecific designation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Niigata-Rice
Polished rice ratio：45%
Sake meter value：-3

Koshinohomare

Mail hara@basil.ocn.ne.jp

越の誉 純米大吟醸 秘蔵古酒

Morohaku

Featured Sake Food Pairing

・Shusaikan 5-12-1, Shinbashi, kashiwazaki-shi, Niigata

－１５－

Cup for Well Suited

Hara Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Savor this sake like a vintage 
white wine - a wine glass is 
recommended for best 
enjoying its magnificent 
golden color.

Wine glass

紹介者写真

Chill lightly, and savor 
the rich golden color 
of this matured sake 
with your eyes, 
alongside each 
delicious sip.
Experience the 
complex depth of this 
elegant sake.

Amasake・Sake Lees

This non-alcoholic Koshinohomare
amasake is made with no additives 
and no added sugar, for a natural 
sweetness that comes from the koji
mold. (Pictured left)

Koshinohomare sake lees boast 
great flavor, great color, and 
great aroma. (Pictured right)

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

社屋の写真

代表取締役社長
原 吉隆 氏

President
Hara  Yoshitaka

もろはく

sea bream sashimi
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Fresh sea bream from the 
Sea of Japan is a specialty of 
Kashiwazaki City, Niigata. The 
subtle sweetness of sea 
bream brings out the graceful 
flavor of Morohaku sake. The 
clean flavor of sea bream is 
the ideal pairing for the rich 
aftertaste of this sake.

Local Sake Breweries

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Uonuma Shuzo is located in the mountainous outskirts 
of Tokamachi City, Niigata, and uses sake rice grown 
locally and water from underground streams flowing 
from the Shinano River, to brew rich, flavorful sake 
that stands out among Niigata's many dry sake 
offerings. Tenjinbayashi is a sake born out of both 
nature and humanity: the heavy snows of the Uonuma
area, combined with the efforts of the people who live 
there. The brewery is dedicated to producing sake that 
makes people say, "Wow, this sake is great!"

天神囃子 魚沼酒造

Made from Koshitanrei sake 
rice grown in Niigata, which 
is polished down to just 
50% of its original mass, 
then slowly fermented at 
low temperatures through 
the cold, snowy winters of 
Tokamachi City, for a truly 
superb junmai ginjo sake.
The result is neither sweet 
nor dry, for something 
everyone can enjoy. Savor 
the delicate yet assertive 
flavor of this sake.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Koshitanrei
（grown in Niigata）

Polish rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value： ±0

Tenjinbayashi

Grilled Salmon Marinated 
in Soy Sauce and Dashi Sauce

Mail tenjinkk@lime.ocn.ne.jp

純米吟醸 天神囃子
Junmai Ginjo Tenjinbayashi

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－１６－

Uonuma Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Grilled salmon is marinated 
overnight in a soy sauce-
based sauce to make this 
local Niigata favorite. The 
rich, complex flavor of this 
marinated salmon goes 
perfectly with the clean, 
pleasant flavor of 
Tenjinbayashi sake.

Best served chilled or 
at room temperature.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

社屋の写真

URL http://www.tenjinkk.com/

Sake lees from Tenjinbayashi sake, available 
each year from the end of December until they 
sell out. Great for making amasake, or use as a 
delicious ingredient in dishes like miso soup. Mix 
some sake lees in with stews to add a rich 
depth that warms the body.

Sake lees

・ Uonuma Shuzo Co., Ltd. 1276, Nakajohei, Tokamachi-shi, Niigata

代表取締役社長
山口 勝由 氏

President
Yamaguchi  Katsuyoshi

The name "Tenjinbayashi" comes from a traditional 
song of celebration from the Tsumari area of 
Niigata, which is said to have originally been meant 
as a prayer for an abundant rice harvest. In 
addition to celebrations, the song is also sung 
when the brewery is opened, as well as during 
various steps of farming work, such as tilling fields, 
planting rice, and flooding the fields. Tenjinbayashi
sake is beloved as a celebratory drink, as well.

Song of celebration
“Tenjinbayashi”
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※This dish is even sold packaged for visitors to buy 
as a souvenir: this shelf-stable item can be enjoyed 
whenever you'd like.

Local Sake Breweries

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Tsunan Jouzou is located in Tsunan Town, in southern 
Niigata. The area is known for its cold winters, with heavy 
snows that help clean the air, making this the perfect 
environment for brewing light, delicate sake. The brewery 
uses outstanding local water and Gohyakumangoku sake 
rice, slowly fermenting and maturing through the winter 
with a three-step process, in order to help propagate the 
yeast. The low temperatures help give the finished sake a 
mellowness alongside its depth and clean, crisp flavor, 
followed by a distinctively refreshing aftertaste.

霧の塔 津南醸造

Brewed from choice 
Gohyakumangoku rice 
polished to 40% of its 
original mass, for a truly 
luxurious sake.
Savor each graceful sip.
This junmai daiginjo sake 
is nicknamed "the 40% 
Gohyakumangoku miracle" 
for the way the sake rice is 
polished to its very limits 
before brewing. The result 
is the pride of the brewery.

More Infomation
Specific insignation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
（grown in Niigata）

Polished rice Ratio：40%

Sake meter value：+2.0

Kirinotou

Seasonal Wild Vegetables 
and River Fish

Mail info@jouzou.com

霧の塔 純米大吟醸
Kirinoto Junmai Daiginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing

－１７－

Cup for Well Suited

Tsunan Jouzou Co., Ltd.

Wild vegetables hardy enough 
to survive the harsh, snowy 
winters, cooked and 
marinated with kinome
sansho leaves. These are 
served with local river fish like 
char and brook trout, grilled 
with salt. The subtle 
bitterness of the wild 
vegetables and the mild flavor 
of the river fish, salted to 
perfection, pair beautifully 
with the fruity ginjo aroma of 
this sake. The ideal way to 
enjoy these seasonal delights.

Enjoy the fruity ginjo
aroma, accompanied 
by a crisp finish, in 
every delicious 
mouthful.
Best served lightly 
chilled.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

社屋の写真

杜氏兼工場長
滝沢 昌哉 氏

Toji and Factory Director
Takizawa  Masaya

URL   https://www.tsunan-sake.com/

・ Tsunan Jouzou Co., Ltd. 7141, Akinari, Tsunanmachi, Nakauonuma-gun, Niigata

Heat-resistant glass sake 
cups made at a glass 
studio in Kashiwazaki City, 
Niigata. Serving this 
beautifully crystal-clear 
premium junmai daiginjo
sake in a glass sake cup is 
the perfect way to 
appreciate its beauty along 
with its flavor.

Glass Sake Cup
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※For more information on how to purchase these 
items,  visit the Uonuma Tourist Association's website:
https://www.iine-uonuma.jp

Local Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery



Dishes and Snacks That Pair Well with Sake

The mild, smooth flavor of this sake 

is particularly good alongside meals,

especially Hegi Soba noodles that 

have a deliciously firm and satisfying 

texture.

Pairing to Sake introducer

With its natural abundance of superb water, Ojiya City has long been 
known for its excellent buckwheat, and is likewise famous for soba 
noodles. Ojiya Hegi Soba noodles are made with plenty of this 
outstanding buckwheat, with a sea plant called funori mixed in as a 
binder.

Shop in Niigata

Case 1 Hegi Soba noodles

－１８－

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

Ojiya Soba Kadoya 4992, Sakuramachi, Ojiya-shi, Niigata

In Ojiya City, soba noodles have 
long been a popular side dish to 
serve with drinks. Specifically, Hegi
Soba noodles. These noodles are 
made with a sea plant called funori, 
which serves as a binder to give 
them their distinctively firm texture.

Takanoi Shuzo
Co., Ltd.

Representative Director
Yamazaki  Ryotaro

紹介者写真

Pairing to Sake

URL      https://hegisoba.com/

Funori （Raw material in front,
processed ones in back）

Pairing to Sake introducer

Ganache chocolates made with Fukugao Okarakuchi sake. Fukugao Okarakuchi sake 
is made entirely by hand from rice grown locally or in areas ranked special-A, and soft 
water from the Igarashi River. This sake is then blended with couverture chocolate 
from France and butter, to create deliciously tender chocolates that make the most 
of the flavor and subtle aroma of the sake.

Shop in Niigata

Case 2 Fukugao chocolat
（Ganache chocolate）

The aftertaste of this entirely 
new style of sake, aged in 
brandy barrels, pairs 
wonderfully with chocolate.
The ganache chocolates sold 
each winter at Cru, a sweets 
shop in Sanjo City, are 
especially recommended.

Fukugao Shuzo
Co., Ltd.

Director
Kobayashi  Eri

Cru 1-6-16, Tsukioka, Sanjo-shi, Niigata

URL     http://www.cru-cru.net/

Niigata Meijo Co., Ltd.
Toji

(local guild of master sake brewer)

Hoshino  Atsushi



－１９－

With the savory depth of flavor that comes 

from Gohyakumangoku rice, this sake pairs 

particularly nicely with the spiciness and 

richness of Kagura Nanban miso, a beloved 

local preserved food from the Yamakoshi

area.

Pairing to Sake introducer

Home-grown Kagura Nanban peppers have long been a local 
specialty of the Yamakoshi area of Nagaoka City. Their thick, 
satisfying texture and great flavor have earned them attention in 
recent years as a local vegetable from Nagaoka.
Kagura Nanban miso is a local dish from Yamakoshi, made by 
stewing these peppers in a sweet-and-savory miso broth.

Case 4 Kagura Nanban miso

写真

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

Pairing to Sake
Introducer

While sekihan is a rice dish eaten nationwide, Nagaoka Sekihan has a 

unique flavor that comes from soy sauce. One theory as to why 

speculates that the black-eyed peas used in sekihan were once so 

rare and precious that, in order to color the rice without using these 

beans, the people of this area started using soy sauce.

Shop in Niigata

Case 3 Nagaoka Sekihan

Nagaoka city is known for a unique variety of 
sekihan, made from local mochi rice  
seasoned with soy sauce. The saltiness brings 
out the best of this sake.

Tochikura Shuzo
Co., Ltd.
Landlady

Tochikura Yoshiko

Eguchi dango Honten 52-1, Miyamoto higashikatamachi, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

URL     https://e-dango.com/ Contact   https://e-dango.com/contact/

紹介者写真

Ofuku Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Executive Director
Kishi NobuhikoShop in Niigata

Yukiguni kikaku 3921, Yamakoshi tanesuhara, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

URL      http://yukiguni.boy.jp/ Mail   yukiguni-kikaku＠olive.plala.or.jp

Dishes and Snacks That Pair Well with Sake

mailto:yukiguni-kikaku＠olive.plala.or.jp
yukiguni.boy.jp/


－２０－

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

Seigado 4693, Yahikomurafumoto, nishikanbara-gun, Niigata       

Pairing to Sake introducer

Shop in Niigata

URL     http://www.seigado.net/ Mail    info@seigado.net

Tinware for Sake
These tin cups are made using traditional “Tankin” and “Tsuiki” 

techniques. Because tin is an extremely soft metal, these cups have 

thick walls, making them very strong. Though tin's specific gravity is 

somewhat lighter than copper, the thick layer of tin used ensures 

that these cups have a satisfying heft in the hand.

Case1

The color of these stylish tin 
guinomi cups complements the 
appearance of Masukagami
J55 Sokujo. Because tin 
resists oxidation and has 
antimicrobial properties, serving 
sake in these cups helps 
remove off-flavors, for a 
smoother sake experience.

Masukagami Co., Ltd.

Representative Director
Nakano  Hisao

These chirori serving pitchers 
are custom-made for 
Midorikawa: Tsuiki copperware, 
tin-plated on the inside.
Because copper and tin are 
excellent conductors of heat, 
these pitchers are perfect for 
quickly warming sake to just 
the right temperature.

Pairing to Sake

紹介者写真

Guinomi

Introducer

Shop in Niigata

Midorikawa Shuzo Co., Ltd. 4015-1, Aoshima, Uonuma-shi, Niigata 

Mail office@netmidorikawa.co.jp

Midorikawa Shuzo 
Co., Ltd.

Administrative Manager
Takahashi  Satoru

Chirori



－２１－

These cups use red, black, and 
white to represent the exquisite 
beauty of these "swimming 
jewels," for a way to enjoy this 
delicious sake in luxurious style.

Ojiya-shi synthesis industrial hall "sun plaza" 8-25, Jounai 1 Chome, Ojiya-shi, Niigata

Pairing to Sake introducer

Shop in Niigata

URL     http://www.niigataojiya.com/

Case 2 Ojiya Nishikigoi Hai

The perfect way to make 
yourself slow down and savor 
your sake, instead of drinking too 
much.

Waganse CoCoLo Nagaoka 1F, 1-611-1, Jounaicho, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

Pairing to Sake
introducer

Shop in Niigata

URL      http://www.n-waganse.com/ Contact  http://www.n-waganse.com/contact/

Case 3 Jubun-Hai
Jubun-hai cups make unique use of siphon principles. They 

behave like any normal cup until they're filled roughly 80% full, 

but fill them beyond that point and they completely empty out 

through the bottom. Makino Tadatoki, the third feudal lord of 

the Nagaoka Domain, instructed his warriors that leaving about 

20% worth of surplus margin in various matters would ensure 

that everything will work out all right.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

Tochikura Shuzo
Co., Ltd.

Toji(chief sake brewer)
Takano  Kouei

Ojiya City is known as the birthplace of the koi fish that are 
beloved worldwide. These sake cups were created to celebrate 
this heritage, in collaboration with Aomori-based Tsugaru Vidro.
These cups come in two varieties: Kohaku, based on the iconic 
red-and-white breed of koi fish with flecks of gold, and Showa 
Sanshoku, evocative of the beautifully black, white, and red breed.

Takanoi Shuzo Co., 
Ltd.

Production Manager
Kimura  Akihiro

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake



－２２－

Craft-u 951-26, Kamitajiri, Kashiwazaki-shi, Niigata

Pairing to Sake
introducer

Shop in Niigata

URL https://www.craft-u.com/ Mail bosilica@craft-u.com

Case 4 Glass Sake Cup

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

The glass studio Craft-U opened in Kashiwazaki City in 1991, and 
hand-produces and sells heat-resistant glass items created through 
burner work. Heat-resistant glass (borosilicate glass) consists mainly 
of silica and boric acid, resulting in a type of glass known for its 
strong resistance to both heat and chemicals. The studio is known 
for their unique, beautiful products made by hand from this 
distinctive material.

Tsunan Jouzou
Co., Ltd.

Toji and Factory Director
Takizawa  Masaya

Serving this beautifully 
crystal-clear premium junmai
daiginjo sake in a glass sake 
cup is the perfect way to 
appreciate its beauty 
alongside its flavor.

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake
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Sake Brewery Country/region Store name
Buy 
sake

Drink 
sake
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Masukagami
Co., Ltd.

Japan Masukagami Co., Ltd. ○ http://www.masukagami.co.jp/

Japan Niigata ISETAN ○
https://www.isetan.mistore.jp.e.az.hp.transer.co
m/niigata.html

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Japan Ponshukan (Nagaoka) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/nagaoka/

Fukugao
Sake Brewery

Co., Ltd.

Japan Fukugao Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. ○ ○ http://www.fukugao.jp/english/

Japan
Roadside Station TSUBAMESANJO 

Regional Products Center
○ http://www.tsjiba.or.jp/michi/english/index.html

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Taiwan 三井餐飲事業集団 ○ ○ http://www.mitsuitaipei.com.tw

Taiwan 上引水産 ○ ○ http://www.addiction.com.tw

IKEURA
SHUZO Sake 

Brewery
Japan IKEURASHUZO Sake Brewery ○ https://ikeura-shuzo.com/

Tochikura
Sake Brewery

Co., Ltd.

Japan Tochikura Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. ○ －

Japan Ponshukan (Nagaoka) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/nagaoka/

Ofuku
Shuzou
Co., Ltd.

Japan
Ofukushuzou Co., Ltd. 

“Fuku no kura” ○ http://www.ofuku-shuzo.jp/fukunokura.php

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Japan Ponshukan (Nagaoka) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/nagaoka/

Japan
Hotel New Otani Nagaoka

（Japanese restaurant Kocho）
○ https://www.nagaoka-newotani.co.jp/en/restaurant/#ko

Japan Tochu Nagaoka ten ○ https://tochu-ojiya.owst.jp/en/

Hasegawa 
Shuzo

Co., Ltd.

Japan Hasegawa Shuzo Co., Ltd. ○ https://sekkobai.jp

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Nagaoka) ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/nagaoka/

Asahi Shuzo 
Sake Brewing 

Co., Ltd.
Japan Sara no sato Asahiyama ○ http://www.asahi-shouzi.co.jp/shop_buppan/nagaoka/

Midorikawa
Shuzo 

Co., Ltd.
Japan Miyakoya ○

https://www.niigata-miyakoya.jp/
(Japanese site only)

Takanoi
Shuzo Co., 

Ltd.
Japan List of stores to buy sake ○

http://www.hatsuume.co.jp/d_and_u/index.htm
l (Japanese site only)

Niigata meijo
Co., Ltd.

Japan Niigata Furusato mura ○ http://furusatomura.pref.niigata.jp/eng/

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Hakkaisan
Brewery
Co., Ltd.

Japan Yukimuro sennen kojiya ○ http://www.uonuma-no-sato.jp/

Shirataki
Sake Brewery

Co., Ltd.

Japan Shirataki Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. ○ http://shiratakisake.com

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Kamakura Yuzawa ten ○
http://www.sep-
i.co.jp/yuzawa/menu/english.html

Hara Shuzo 
Co., Ltd.

Japan
Shusaikan（Hara Shuzo’s 

shop）
○ http://www.harashuzou.com/

Uonuma
Shuzo

Co., Ltd.
Japan Uonuma Shuzo Co., Ltd. ○ －

https://www.isetan.mistore.jp.e.az.hp.transer.com/niigata.html
http://www.hatsuume.co.jp/d_and_u/index.html
http://www.sep-i.co.jp/yuzawa/menu/english.html
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Tsunan
Jouzou
Co., Ltd.

Japan Online shop ○ https://tsunan-sake.stores.jp/

Japan Ponshukan (Echigo Yuzawa) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/yuzawa/

Japan Ponshukan (Niigata) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/niigata/

Japan Ponshukan (Nagaoka) ○ ○ https://www.ponshukan.com/en/nagaoka/
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